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CEO message
Eric Gernath
CEO SUEZ North America

Dear Colleagues:
Customer-centricity remains a top priority for SUEZ in North
America. Each time we step into our office, our truck or our
treatment plant, we take one step closer to the customer.
And being closer to the customer is the single most
important task that lies before us.
We move closer when we implement technologies like AMI
and an enhanced customer website that give customers
detailed information and more control over their accounts.
But we also move closer to the customer when we share our
insight with consumers, regulators and policy makers.
That’s why the recent elections of SUEZ’ Jim Williams to
president-elect of the American Water Works Association
(AWWA) and David Stanton to president-elect of the National
Association of Water Companies (NAWC) are so important.
As we all know, a lack of political courage at the state and
local levels over the years has left consumers blindsided
when costly water infrastructure repairs and upgrades are
made. Jim and David, on the other hand, have been brave
and vocal advocates of educating consumers, regulators
and legislators on the cost of delivering clean, safe drinking
water. It’s important that everyone understand the true
nature of costs if we, as a nation, are to successfully rebuild
and maintain our water infrastructure.

That understanding must start with us. And that’s why
Greg Wyatt, former vice president and general manager,
Idaho operations, has been working to unify the standards
and guidelines for our numerous SCADA systems. Greg has
taken on a new role as Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer (COO), Utility Operations where he will continue to
lead process improvement for a wide range of smart utility
initiatives. Details on his work to date on standardizing
SCADA systems can be found in this issue of The Resource.
Elsewhere in this issue, I invite you to take a look at our
newest partner, the Patoka Lake Regional Water and Sewer
District (PLRWS) in Indiana. SUEZ was recently awarded
a contract valued at nearly $3.2 million by PLRWS for the
renovation and ongoing maintenance of one of its surface
water treatment plants.
Moving closer to meeting and exceeding our customers
and stakeholders needs is our vision for this year and our
future. I know I can count on you to help us make this
vision a reality.
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industry leadership

SUEZ execs take helm of Nation’s
top water associations
In this age of aging infrastructure, water scarcity and an ever-increasing arsenal of man-made pollutants,
the water industry has got its work cut out for it. Fortunately, two of SUEZ’ best and brightest—Advanced
Solutions’ Jim Williams and Utility Operations’ David Stanton—will shoulder the presidency of the
American Water Works Association (AWWA) and the National Association of Water Companies
(NAWC), respectively.

Jim Williams, North Region Director of Wells, Advanced Solutions, was sworn in as AWWA
President-Elect at the group’s annual ACE conference, held in June in Las Vegas.
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“My belief is that there needs to be an enhanced effort in demonstrating the true value
of water. There needs to be a major paradigm shift where our customers
realize that water is underpriced.”
— Jim Williams, North Region Director of Wells, Advanced Solutions

Williams was sworn in as AWWA President-elect at the
group’s annual ACE conference, held in June in Las
Vegas. Jim served as general manager for Peerless
Midwest, the Indiana-based drilling and equipment
con-tractor acquired by SUEZ’ Advanced Solutions
Division in 2016. Peerless Midwest, founded in 1973,
has managed or installed over 2,000 wells, pumps, and
water systems in Indiana, Michigan, Illinois and Ohio
and is now expanding across the Great Plains.
Stanton, who has served in several executive capacities
with the NAWC, later this year will be sworn
in as its president, succeeding Aqua America chief
executive officer Christopher Franklin, in the
one-year term. Stanton’s ascension comes amid a
retooling of the 220-member NAWC that also includes
the appointment of Federal Energy Regulatory
Commissioner (FERC) Robert Powelson to serve
as NAWC’s new chief executive.

The NAWC under Stanton’s guidance will look to educate
lawmakers and the public about the important role the
private capital plays in the revitalization of the nation’s
water infrastructure. “That really is what the mission is
at NAWC,” said Stanton. “I see it as our job to influence
the decision-making regulators and legislators open up
a level playing field for a private solution to participate in
the solving of the nation’s infrastructure needs.”
To that end, the NAWC began a strategic plan early
this year to refocus the attention on State lawmakers,
regulators and the public on the benefits of private
sector contributions. This is “mostly through promoting
constructive legislation at the state level first and the
federal level second, and bringing to light new data and
and information to support anybody who is looking for
new solutions to the infrastructure problems.”

continued on next page
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SUEZ execs take helm of Nation’s
top water associations
continued

NAWC’s efforts will be backed by a reliance on data,
something, says Stanton, that is sorely lacking the public
realm. “In the private sector we have good data on how
everyone is doing and how much they’re maintaining
their pipes,” he said. In general, private sector utilities
operate on the premise that water pipes need to be
replaced every 50 to 100 years, depending upon the
geography, when they were installed and much they’ve
been used and maintained. “The public sector has no
data, but the data we can get to, or find, or ascertain,
says that most public sector utilities are on a one- to
two-thousand-year renewal rate for their pipes, which,
obviously, is completely not sustainable. It might get
them through the next election, but it won’t get them
through the next generation.”
Although the NAWC and the AWWA often part ways when
it comes to financing water infrastructure—with the
AWWA’s municipal members favoring public financing
instruments, such as bond sales—both organizations see
increased financial investment as sine qua non. “Over
the past 14 years, there has been a steady decline in the
perceived health of the water industry,” said Williams.
Improving the health of water utilities, perceived or
actual, must necessarily remain a local effort, Williams
insists. “There are a number of programs to provide
assistance,” most notably including the 2014 Water
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA), which
provides long-term, low-cost supplemental loans for
regionally and nationally significant projects, and the
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2016 Credit Assistance for Water Infrastructure Projects.
Both are administered by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. “Help from the federal government is
great, but our long view needs to be that we coach and
nurture utilities to become sustainable on their own.”
Stanton agrees. “The public sector is highly dependent
on begging for federal dollars and grants and sources of
funding outside their communities, which have largely
dried up and only offered out in limited amounts,” he
said. “And to give you an idea of how limited public
funds, particularly federal dollars, are available, in the
recent infrastructure funding dialog there was talk
of some $2 billion being earmarked for water related
infrastructure.” In comparison, the NAWC’s six largest
members invest $2.7 million in water infrastructure
each year. “So, we’re already bringing more fresh capital
to this problem than the federal government.”
For his part, Williams said he will encourage “to create
a good communications program” that underscores
the true cost and value of water. Such a program would
complement earlier efforts by the AWWA, particularly
the Buried No Longer online economic forecasting tool
for pipe repair and replacement.
“My belief is that there needs to be an enhanced effort
in demonstrating the true value of water,” said Williams.
“There needs to be a major paradigm shift where our
customers realize that water is underpriced.” m
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“Most public sector utilities are on a one- to two-thousand-year renewal rate for their pipes,
which, obviously, is completely unsustainable. It might get them through the
next election, but it won’t get them through the next generation.”
— David Stanton, president, Utility Operations

David Stanton, president, Utility Operations, who has served in several executive capacities with the the National
Association of Water Companies (NAWC), later this year will be sworn in as its president.
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growing our company

our asset management program
provides customers complete
peace of mind
SUEZ is pleased to announce that it has been awarded a contract valued at nearly $3.2 million by
the Patoka Lake Regional Water and Sewer District (PLRWS) in Indiana for the renovation and
ongoing maintenance of one of its surface water treatment plants.

Established in 1975, the Patoka Lake Regional Water
and Sewer District draws water from the Patoka Lake,
an 8,800 acre reservoir, to supply drinking water to
approximately 38,000 customers located in the Crawford,
Dubois and Orange Counties of central Indiana. The
District operates two water treatment plants (Plant 1
and 2), nine booster stations, 11 water storage tanks,
850 miles of transmission and distribution mains and a
wastewater treatment plant.

The initial renovation of Plant 1 will be completed in
four phases due to the extensive scope of work:

Commissioned in 1979, Plant 1 is located one and a
half miles west of the intake and has a net capacity of
five million gallons per day. The 40-year-old treatment
facility which includes four concrete clarifiers, eight
filters, high service pumps, chemical feed equipment
and a 500,000 gallon clear well needed a major
rehabilitation. After considering the cost of demolishing
and building a new plant, PLRWS chose to put Plant 1 on
an asset management program with SUEZ instead.

• Upgrading valving from pneumatic to electric to
		 eliminate an air compressor

The SUEZ Treatment Plant asset management program
bundles in a single contract the rehabilitation and future
maintenance of the facility.
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• Draining, washout and recoating of all concrete
		clarifiers
• Painting and re-bedding the filters with new media
• Installing a new HVAC system

“The Patoka Lake Regional Water and Sewer District
already has seven elevated water storage tanks on a
SUEZ asset management program” said Marc Hansen,
water system consultant, Advanced Solutions. “The
District understands that if an asset is not on an ongoing program, routine maintenance often becomes
low priority and is overlooked until problems occur.
By placing its treatment plant in our program, PLRWS
now has the assurance that preventative maintenance
will be taken care of and that SUEZ will guarantee the
workmanship. It provides complete peace of mind.”
concludes Hansen. m
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Maintenance work is in progress at the Patoka Lake Regional Water and Sewer District Plant 1. Repairs to cracks in an
exterior wall can be seen above, at left. At right, the repaired wall is primed and ready for paint.

SUEZ was awarded a contract for the renovation and ongoing maintenance of a water treatment plant by the
Patoka Lake Regional Water and Sewer District in Indiana.
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employee excellence

stay safe out there!
Whether it’s on the roads, in the laboratory or in a water treatment plant, SUEZ
employees know that safety is no accident.

That message was reinforced by employees and their
managers who participated in two events. First was
World Day for Health and Safety, celebrated globally on
April 28, with a focus on road risk. The second event was
North American Occupational Safety and Health Week
(NAOSH), which was held
May 6-13 and culminated in a safety video contest.
Employees at our West Basin, CA operations claimed
first place in the NAOSH Week video contest with their
submission, Safety Is No Accident. Kearny, NJ, captured
second place with its video, The School of Safety.
Third place went to Toms River, NJ, employees and its
submission, The Importance of Keeping Contractors Safe.
And an honorable mention was awarded to teams in
West Nyack and Westchester County, NY, for their injuryprevention Strength and Stretching video.
SUEZ has a strong safety culture. Our employees are
committed to safe work practices. We do not isolate
safety initiatives to one or two days a year. We observe
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safe work practices every day. In fact, over the years,
employee commitment has produced some remarkable
results. For example, SUEZ New Jersey Operations has
contributed to a combined total of 68 years without any
lost workday injuries. They include the Engineering
department, which has logged 20 years without such
an incident; Princeton Meadows, NJ, 13 years; the
Haworth, NJ Laboratory, 10 years; and Hackensack, NJ
Transportation Department with 9 years.
“Even before our current initiatives, there were areas
that developed their own culture of safety first. We
are building on these efforts,” said Mark McKoy, Vice
President and General Manager, New Jersey Operations.
“They have proven we can do this year in and year out.”
The next step in New Jersey will be to incorporate these
lessons learned across all departments to improve
cumulative safety success and eliminate hazards in the
workplace, added McKoy.
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Employees at our West Basin Operations won first place in the NAOSH week video contest

The Princeton Meadows Operations team geared up for safety.
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customer centricity

smarter SCADA for a better utility
This is the first time investor-owned utilities have
attempted such a large-scale streamlining of
SCADA systems.
Utility Operations is finalizing standards and guidelines
that will enhance supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) cybersecurity and allow
SCADA systems to take better advantage of
smart applications, such as advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI), geographic information
system (GIS) and Aquadvanced Energy.
The project began in May 2017, and the standards
and guidelines are expected to be finalized by August.
Each of the 15 Utility Operations will then create its
own SCADA master plan and roll out upgrades as their
need arises and capital funding enables. “We expect
this standards and guidelines vision to guide us for
10, or 15 years into the future,” said Greg Wyatt. Greg
served as vice president and general manager, Idaho
operations since 2000. In his new role as vice president
and chief operating officer, Utility Operations, Greg will
be responsible for developing and implementing an
agile organizational structure with the aim of delivering
consistency, efficiency and improvements across
Utility Operations.

Establishing common standards across Utility Operations will optimize resources to better serve customers
and grow the business.
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Our Mission:
SUEZ will build a Smart Utility by establishing an integrated framework for business
applications and SCADA to transform operational information into knowledge.

All told, Utility Operations has more than two dozen
SCADA systems, each “implemented proprietarily,
business unit by business unit,” said Wyatt. Going
forward, the SCADA systems will not be identical, but
they will work together. “There are several levels and
layers where we will absolutely insist on standardization,
such as where humans interface with the technology
and cybersecurity,” said Wyatt. “Other things, like what
programmable logic controller you buy for your pump
are not something we’re going to prescribe, but
the standards will insist on certain parameters and
functionality for the components you buy.”
This is the first time investor-owned utilities have
attempted such a large-scale streamlining of SCADA
systems. “A working group of SCADA experts and
operations experts from across locations has been formed,
and the intention is that the working group will not disband
after the specs and guidelines have been adopted, so
that it may oversee the implementation of new SCADA
systems,” said Keith Kolkebeck, director of technical
service, for North America.
We can make technology a better partner to inform
decisions and increase operational efficiency. Thus,
providing our customers and employees with the best
service through proper use and application of
operational technology. m
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rewarding excellence

scholarship award winners
represent a bright and rewarding future
At SUEZ in North America we understand the importance of developing future leaders. That is why it gives
us great pride and confidence to support the educational and career aspirations of our employees’ children
through our Scholarship Award Program. Let us congratulate the recipients of our 2018 scholarships.

Jordan McClintock has won the Pat Radice
Scholarship, which recognizes an incoming
freshman majoring in science, engineering or
the environment. It honors the memory of
Pat Radice, who served as director of technical
operations and chief compliance officer, North
America. Pat’s commitment to protecting public
health and preserving the environment embodied
the values that define our company. Jordan will
receive $5,000 a year for four years. She will be
majoring in Physics with a Pre-Medicine track
at Colby College in Waterville, ME. She is the
daughter of Thomas McClintock, EHS manager
in Nassau County, NY.

Jordan McClintock(left), the Pat Radice Scholarship winner is pictured
with her father, Thomas McClintock, EHS manager Nassau Operations.
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“We know the future is in good hands and we wish all the applicants well in their
educational and professional careers.”
- Eric Gernath, CEO, SUEZ North America

Michaela Foley has won the Academic
Achievement Scholarship, which recognizes
a student who demonstrates excellence in
academics, leadership, community service and
personal integrity. Michaela will receive a one-time
award of $5,000 to pursue her major of Zoology at
North Carolina State University. She is the daughter
of Jonnie Foley, a senior project manager with
Business Technology Services in Paramus, NJ.
The review committee consists of an independent
panel of judges who selected Jordan and Michaela
from a field of many impressive applications. These
students demonstrated achievement in academic
excellence, student leadership and community
volunteerism. We know the future is in good
hands and we wish all the applicants well in
their educational and professional careers.
Congratulations to Jordan and Michaela and their
parents for their outstanding accomplishments! m

Michaela Foley is the Academic Achievement Scholarship winner. Michela is the daughter of
Jonnie Foley, a senior project manager with Business Technology Services in Paramus, NJ.
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our outstanding employees

on the road again
Idaho teams hit the road to represent SUEZ at AWWA industry events.

Once again, SUEZ was represented well at AWWA’s Annual
Conference and Exhibition by our Idaho and New Jersey
Operations employees. The operation fielded employees to
compete at AWWA’s Pacific Northwest Section conference in
Pipe Tapping and Hydrant Hysteria competitions, and both
advanced to AWWA’s Annual Conference and Exhibition.
This year marks the first time North America has competed
in Hydrant Hysteria at any level and our Idaho Operations
employees Stacy Stuart and Keith Harpe placed very well for
a first attempt at the national level.
Our Pipe Tapping team qualified to compete at the national
level once again and placed sixth overall with a time of

1:29.03, narrowly missing fifth place by two seconds.
Another excellent effort shown by Idaho Operations
employees: Brian Tucker, Phil Canoy, Chase Coles and
Pat Hoskins.
Victor Peraino of our New Jersey Operation served as a
Pipe Tapping judge, taking on more of a leadership role
in the competition than in years past.
Thanks to all these employees, the traditions of our
industry are continued in the national arena, and
SUEZ is well-positioned at AWWA’s Annual Conference
and Exhibition. m

Our employees proudly representing SUEZ, from left to right: Keith Harpe, Pat Hoskins,
Victor Peraino, Chase Coles, Stacy Stuart, Phil Canoy, Brian Tucker.
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The Hydrant Hysteria team: Pat Hoskins, coach and competitors Keith Harpe and Stacy Stuart.

This year marks the first time anyone in North America has competed in Hydrant
Hysteria in any section competition and the Idaho team easily won second place.

The Pipe Tapping team in action: Brian Tucker, copper; Pat Hoskins, coach; Victor Peraino, judge;
Phil Canoy, cranker; Chase Coles, setter.
15

I am SUEZ

Jorge Baez
Years of service: 2 years
Current role:

Warehouse & Yard Stores Supervisor

Location:

Hackensack, NJ

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do?
Having a great team! Michele Weber, Claude Lewis, Chris Valentine and
Stiven Bissanthe work together as cohesive unit. They communicate
with and support each other very well. I have the opportunity to utilize
my managerial experience to guide them in establishing process
enhancements that have improved operational efficiencies. As a
team, we support each other. This has bolstered the morale within
the department.

What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
Commitment to exceptional customer service for both external and
internal customers.

How do you continue to invest in your professional development?
Being new to the water utility business, I draw upon the wealth of
knowledge and experience that long-tenured SUEZ employees have.
As I get my “water feet” more grounded in the basics of the industry, I
intend to take advantage of the many educational opportunities offered
by SUEZ and industry-based courses sponsored through vendors.

Best piece of advice I have received...
Was to find balance in all you do. Early in my career, a co-worker
confessed to me that he regretted being a workaholic. He was never
home to enjoy time with his sons. I could hear the remorse in his voice
and see the pain in his eyes. I am grateful for this very valuable lesson.
Because of this advice, I strive to find balance in all I do.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
I have a fire and passion for soccer. As a youth I played for 10 years,
then coached my son’s team for 10 years and my daughter’s team for
four years. I have been a United States Soccer Federation licensed
referee for 13 years. Being a referee has also taught me valuable life
lessons: to appreciate others for the work that they do; and that if we
want change, we can’t just talk about it, we have to do it.
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William Fama
Years of service: 7 Months
Current role:

Maintenance Supervisor

Location:

East Rockaway, NY

What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
To me, “I am SUEZ” means being part of a large supportive team that
has a global reach.

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do?
To come in every day, knowing that the decisions that I make as a
supervisor carry a weight of importance that will affect the community
that I am so proudly a part of.

At SUEZ, it is important to provide a high level of customer service.
Who are your customers and how do you provide service to them?
As the supervisor of the maintenance department, my customer is the
operations department. The service I provide is giving them reliable,
high quality performance every day to ensure they are given every
available tool they need to be able to serve the ultimate customer,
our community.

One of my most rewarding experiences so far has been….
The first deployment I ever did while serving in the United States Navy.
To be put in an extremely stressful environment, taken away from my
family, and to be stuck in a confined space living under the ocean for
an extended period of time, I proved to myself that I can conquer any
obstacle put in front of me.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
I enjoy spending every moment I can being with my two year old son.
He is growing up so fast and surprises me with something new that
he didn’t do yesterday.

The best piece of advice I have received...
Is that “your work is your signature.” I have lived by that phrase and
continue to live with the attitude that the work that I produce, is going
to be a product that I will always stand behind.
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recognizing outstanding achievement

employees on the move
Name

18

Location

New Job Title		

Previous Title

Silvia Aceves

West Basin, CA

Laboratory Technician II

Laboratory Technician

Michael Assante

Haworth, NJ

Superintendent Production & Network Model

Project Engineer

Jonathan E. Bodemer

West Basin, CA

Lead Operator

Operator II

Mercy J. Bonaventure

Paramus, NJ

Cateogry Manager Facilities

Category Specialist

Jeffrey Crowley

Paramus, NJ

Vice President North American Indirect Procurement

Director, Supply Chain Mgmt

Charles Decker

Cedar Creek, NY

Power Plant Operator I

Plant Operator I

Alma L. DelPriore

Paramus, NJ

Senior Financial Reporting Analyst

Financial Analyst

Sarah Frey

Paramus, NJ

Senior Digital & Social Media Specialist

Digital & Social Media Specialist

Steven R. Garabed

West Nyack, NY

Manager Engineering

Senior Project Engineer

Seth W. Goertz

Boise, ID

Control Systems Specialist

Control System Technician

Janet Gonzalez

West Nyack, NY

New Business Coordinator

Administrative Assistant

David Isselbacher

Cedar Creek, NY

Collection System Cleaning Operator 2

Collction System Cleaning Laborer

Marla Kolkhorst-Graham

Paramus, NJ

Supervisor Payroll

Payroll Accountant

Daniel Kondor

Bay Park, NY

Power Plant Operator II

Lead Power Plant Mechanic

Victor Luna

West Basin, CA

O&M Technician I

Maintenance Helper

Jeffrey Melenk

Bay Park, NY

Planning Specialist

Maintenance Planner

Raymond Montana

West Nyack, NY

Project Manager Construction

CAD Designer

Gerardo Moreno

West Nyack, NY

Manager Pipeline & Delivery

Senior Project Engineer

Leslie O'Bannon

Paramus, NJ

Senior Treasury Financial Analyst

Treasury Analyst

Deirdre P. O'Shea

Haworth, NJ

Asset Management System Administrator

Senior Analyst Workforce Management

Mark Patty

Edmonton, AB

Assistant Plant Manager

Superintendent Maintenance

John A. Scheffers

Portage, MI

Assistant O&M Supervisor

Operations Specialist I

Chad Semperger

Edmonton, AB

Operator

Plant Operator V

Antoinette Sicurelli

Newtown, CT

O&M Technician III

O&M Technician II

Andrew Suarez

Rahway, NJ

Assistant Plant Manager

Supervisor Production

Meritxell Torres Serrano

West Nyack, NY

Manager Asset & Workforce Management

Manager Planning

Janelle L. Torvalson

Edmonton, AB

Quality & Process Lead

Trainer

Patrick Tuohy

Haworth, NJ

Production & Control System Superintendent

Superintendent Operations

Brian VanderMeulen

Lowell, MI

Operations Manager

O&M Techician II

Safiyo Yusuf

Edmonton, AB

Recovered Materials Technician

Sorter
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educational achievements

Congratulations to our coworkers who recently attained an accredited degree, certificate or new license.

Penny Bumbarger
Harrisburg PA
Associates of Science Degree
Environmental Specialist

Charles Newell
Laurel, MS
Wastewater Treatment
Class III Certification

June Rogers
Laurel, MS
Waterworks Operator Certification

Meagan Cummings
Paramus, NJ
Masters Degree
Sustainability and Management

Michele Raia
Jersey City, NJ
Associate Degree
Business Administration

Nenad Sebez
West Basin, CA
Grade V Wastewater Operator
Certification

Jennifer Faulkner
Rutherfordton, NC
Biological Operator Grade II
Certification

Phillip Reynolds
Rutherfordton, NC
Collections Operator Grade II
Certification

Marshall Thompson
Boise, ID
Drinking Water Distribution
Operator Class IV License

Douglas Hite
West Basin, CA
Grade V Wastewater Operator
Certification

Ryan Richmond
Ridgefied, CT
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Class I Operator

Tamara Weber
Boise, ID
Notary Public

Candance James
Paramus, NJ
Masters Degree in
Business Administration
Mark Mertes
West Basin, CA
Grade V Wastewater Operator
Certification
Erika Mirzayans
Burbank, CA
Environmental Compliance
Inspector Grade 2
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recognizing outstanding achievement

industry awards & recognition
Congratulations to our colleagues for their extraordinary efforts. We’re proud of the excellent work
you do on behalf of our customers, our company and the communities we serve.
The CIO 100 celebrates 100 organizations
and their IT teams for driving digital
business growth through tech innovation.
SUEZ North America was recognized for for
driving digital business growth through tech
innovation and has been named as a 2018
CIO 100 winner.
Rich Henning, senior vice president,
Communications has been honored with a
United Hospital Fund 2018 Distinguished
Trustee Award. Mr. Henning serves as co-chair
of the Hackensack Meridian Health Hospitals
Corporation Board of Trustees.

Valerie Leone,
ISRCP Manager,
Burbank Operations
has won the
California Water
Environment
Association (CWEA)
state award for
Supervisor of
the Year.

industry papers & presentations
As a company committed to sustaining the planet, we know that innovation and best practices are key to our
success. As industry leaders, we recognize that it’s important to share our knowledge with others who are
also trying to protect public health and preserve natural resources.
Carol Walczyk, director, water quality & compliance
presented on “Global Water Issues” at the
New York Section of the American Water Works
Association (AWWA) Metropolitan Events Committee
Technical Seminar. Carol was also part of a panel
discussion on “Turning Data into Dollars” at AWWA ACE.
Kirt Ervin, vice president tank & concrete services,
served as judge for the “Isle Tech Pitch Competition”
at AWWA ACE.
Michael Assante, superintendent, production & network
model, presented a poster on “Online Water Quality Event
Detection & Action” at AWWA ACE.
20

Keith Kolkebeck, director of technical services and
Michael Karl, with Brown and Caldwell, presented
on “Smart Utility Innovation - Leveraging Smart
SCADA” at AWWA ACE. Keith also recorded a podcast
“Water Online” during AWWA ACE.
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continued

Ed Hackney, direct of strategy & architeture, BTS,
presented on “The Smart Water Journey: A Guided Tour of
the Current and Future Digital Landscape” at AWWA ACE.

Mark McKoy also spoke at the New Jersey Alliance for
Action’s Water Infrastructure Symposium about New
Jersey’s aging water infrastructure.

Marshall Thompson, vice president and general
manager, Idaho Operations, presented on “Envisioning
a Smart Utility” at the AWWA’s Pacific Northwest
Section conference.

Paul Treloar, water quality product manager, presented
at several educational symposiums on “Ice Pigging,
Advanced Pipe Cleaning Technology.” These symposiums
included the Georgia Rural Water Association, the
Virginia Rural Water Association and the Iowa
Rural Water Association.

Robert Barrett, project manager, Idaho operations
presented on “Water In, Sample Results Out - How
Does THAT Work?” at the AWWA’s Pacific Northwest
Section conference.
Greg Wyatt, vice president and chief operating officer,
Utility Operations, was part of a panel discussion on
“A Fluid Situation: Regulating Small Water Companies.”
at the NARUC Western Conference of Public
Service Commissioners.
Peter Peng, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE, delivered a lecture titled
“The New Paradigm of Wastewater Treatment – From
Waste to Resource” at the Xi’an University of Technology
in Xi’an, China.
Several New York Operations employees presented at
the AWWA’s New York Section conference. Bob Raczko,
senior engineer, presented on “Process Optimization in
Partnership with the Mohawk Valley Water Authority.”
Chelsea Wulff, conservation program specialist,
discussed the “Conservation Programs at SUEZ’ New York
Operations.” Bill Prehoda, hydrogeologist, was a panel
moderator for a “Water Infrastructure Financing
Update” panel.
Mark McKoy, vice president & general manager,
New Jersey Operations spoke about “Big Data – What Is It
and Why Do You Need to Know?” at Rutgers University.

Michael Judkins, director of well services presented on
the “Water Well Asset Management Programs: A New
Sustainable Approach to Maintaining Well Performance
and Water Quality” at Western Nevada College. Michael
also presented on “Wells MP Program” at the California
Rural Water Association Expo.
Bill Parco, GIS lead, spoke about “Using GIS to Mitigate
the Impact of Climate Change” at the Westchester GIS
User Group Meeting held at Purchase College, NY.

Elsie Kitcher, supervisor, water quality, presented on
“Cutting-edge Pilot Demonstration Addressing Source
Water with Algal Blooms” at the AWWA’s New York
Section conference.
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caring for our environment and
serving our communities

are you ready?
SUEZ is dedicated to sustaining the Earth today and for
generations to come. The future of the local and world
community depends on it, especially clean water—a vital
necessity for all living things.
www.suez-na.com

ready for the resource revolution

